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The effects of Mach number and Reynolds num-
ber on the experimental pressure distributions and 
transition patterns for a slotted, laminar-flow-control 
(LFC), swept supercritical airfoil in the Langley 8-
F?ot Transonic Pressure Tunnel are presented and 
dIscussed. Mach number was varied from 0.40 to 0.82 
at chord Reynolds numbers of 10 x 106 and 20 x 106 
and Reynolds number was varied from 10 x 106 t~ 
20 x 106 at operational design conditions. Results 
show that full-chord laminar flow was achieved on 
both upper and lower surfaces at the design Mach 
number for the lower Reynolds numbers. The de-
sign pressure distributions for the model and the con-
toured test section wall liner were generally achieved, 
although agreement between design theory and ex-
periment was better at a Reynolds number of 10 x 106 
than at the d~sign Reynolds number of 20 x 106 . Drag 
was substantIally lower than that experienced on con-
ventional or supercritical turbulent airfoils. Inter-
actions between the model and the liner were found 
to be present and produced velocities on the upper 
surface of the model which were higher and more 
uneven than design, and caused the supersonic bub-
ble on the upper surface at design Mach number to 
collapse rapidly toward the leading edge when Mach 
number was reduced by a very small increment. 
Introduction 
Large decreases in friction drag can be realized on 
airfoils if a laminar boundary layer can be maintained 
~ither by passive natural laminar flow (NLF), which 
IS c~ntrolled through geometric shaping, or by active 
lammar flow control (LFC), which combines shaping 
and local mass transfer through the surface. A large-
chord, 13-percent-thick, 23° swept LFC airfoil has 
been tested in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure 
Ttu:nel (8-ft TPT) to evaluate the compatibility of 
actIve LFC suction systems incorporating various 
surface suction concepts with current supercritical 
airfoil technology. The experiment was conducted in 
three general phases. The results of the first phase-
evaluation of spanwise slots on both upper and lower 
surfaces- are reported herein. The second phase 
involved the evaluation of a perforated upper surface 
in combination with the slotted lower surface of the 
first phase. Free-stream design conditions for the first 
two phases, typical of high-performance transport 
aircraft, included a Mach number of 0.82, a section 
lift coefficient of 0.47, and a chord Reynolds number 
of 20 x 106. A third phase combined a perforated 
suction surface over the forward 26 percent of the 
upper surface with a passive, nonsuction, laminar 
flow surface over the remainder of the upper surface 
and the slotted lower surface of the first and second 
phases. Free-stream design conditions of this hybrid 
configuration (Mach number of 0.815, lift coefficient 
of 0.4 7, and chord Reynolds number of 17.7 x 106) 
were slightly different from those of the first two 
configurations. 
Special requirements for the experiment included 
modifications to the wind tunnel to achieve the nec-
essary test section flow quality and contouring of the 
test section walls to simulate free airflow about an in-
finite swept model at transonic speeds. An overview 
of the slotted experiment is reported in reference 1· 
th.e. design concepts incorporated into the super~ 
cntical LFC airfoil are discussed in reference 2· the 
design of the contoured test section liner is disc~ssed 
in reference 3; and the modifications to the tunnel 
are described in reference 4. 
This report documents the effects of variations in 
Mach number and Reynolds number on the pressure 
distributions and transition patterns of the lotted 
configuration. Also included is a di cussion of the 
influence of interactions between the model and the 
liner on model pressure distributions. Results are 
presented for Mach numbers from 0.40 to 0.82 at two 
chord Reynolds numbers, 10 x 106 and 20 x 106 , and 
over a range of Reynolds numbers from 10 x 106 to 
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Test Apparatus 
Schematics of the overall LFC experimental setup 
in the 8-ft TPT are shown in figure 1 along with fa-
cility modifications. Major components consisted of 
a large-chord, swept, supercritical, LFC airfoil model 
that spanned the full test section height, a contoured 
test section liner, facility disturbance suppression de-
vices, and a model suction system. Photographs of 
the installed liner and model are shown in figure 2. 
The following sections provide brief descriptions 
of the major components of the experiment. More 
detailed descriptions are presented in reference 1. 
Airfoil 
Airfoil design. Reference 2 describes the ap-
proaches used in combining an active LFC suction 
system with current supercritical airfoil technology. 
This reference places emphasis on a high design Mach 
number with shock-free flow, includes features to 
minimize the growth of boundary-layer disturbances, 
and outlines suction control requirements. Airfoil de-
sign parameters are shown in figure 3. 
The "near final" shock-free design pressure dis-
tribution and sonic lines normal to the leading edge 
for the resultant airfoil (as calculated by the airfoil 
analysis code of ref. 5) are shown in figure 4. Var-
ious types of boundary-layer instabilities considered 
during the design process are also indicated. 
The airfoil analysis code of reference 5 did not 
include provisions for a laminar boundary layer; and, 
in view of the extremely thin laminar boundary 
layer expected with suction, the flow was treated 
inviscidly assuming zero displacement thickness up 
to the point of specified transition. Transition was 
specified during design to occur near the end of 
the suction regions- 96-percent chord on the upper 
surface and 84-percent chord on the lower surface. 
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The upper-surface pressure distribution (dis-
cussed in ref. 2) was characterized by a steep ac-
celeration around the leading edge (because of the 
relatively sharp and specially designed leading edge) 
followed by a gradual and progressively slower decel-
erat ion to about 40-percent chord. Over the mid-
chord region, the pressure gradient was near zero. 
Downstream of the 70-percent chord, the flow decel-
erated through a steep subsonic pressure rise toward 
the trailing edge in a manner similar to a Stratford-
type pressure recovery. The supersonic zone on the 
upper surface thus extended over about 80 percent 
of the chord of the airfoil, and the maximum local 
Mach number reached was about 1.11. 
On the lower surface, the flow accelerated rapidly 
around the small leading edge toward the concave 
region at high static pressure with a local decelera-
tion at about 10-percent chord. The flow then ac-
celerated rapidly in a second acceleration to sonic 
velocity in the midchord region. The small pocket of 
supersonic flow in the mid chord region was followed 
by a Stratford-type rear pres ure recovery to high 
static pressures in the rear concave-curvature region. 
The flow finally accelerated to the trailing-edge static 
pressure. 
The feasibility of the LFC airfoil lower surface 
depended on the ability to maintain laminar flow 
in the concave-curvature regions where centrifugal 
Taylor-Gortler (T-G) type of boundary-layer insta-
bilities dominate (ref. 2). One technique for minimiz-
ing the growth of T-G instabilities was to turn the 
flow through a given angle over the shortest possible 
chord wise distance in the concave-curvature region 
at one or more "corner" locations instead of using a 
gradual turn over a longer chordwise distance. As a 
result, the two concave regions on the lower surface 
had local regions of high curvature, and two dips , 
labeled "Taylor-Gortler" instabilities, appear in the 
pressure distribution of figure 4. 
To provide suitable computational resolution to 
analyze spikes in the pressure distributions at such 
"corners," the incompressible Eppler code (ref. 6) was 
used with extra grid points in the low-speed flow of 
the forward and aft concave regions of the lower sur-
face. These corners and the resulting pressure spikes 
were then superimposed on the "near final" calcu-
lations of figure 4, and the "final" composite design 
pressure distribution is shown in figure 5. The result-
ing airfoil profile is shown in figure 6, and the coordi-
nates are presented in table I. As described in refer-
ence 7, there were two concave corners in the forward 
region and two in the aft region where boundary-layer 
suction was provided to prevent laminar separation. 
There were four additional concave corners in the 
region downstream of where the suction ended. Ref-
4 
erence 7 also compares the "final" configuration with 
earlier configurations and describes the detailed ge-
ometry of the lower surface corners. 
Wind-tunnel model. The 23° swept model had a 
streamwise chord length of 7.07 ft, was mounted ver-
tically, and extended through the test section liner 
from ceiling to floor about 10 ft forward of the regu-
lar test section (figs. 1 and 7). It was displaced from 
the tunnel centerline toward the lower surface by ap-
proximately 15-percent chord (fig. 8) . The model 
location was chosen to minimize viscous blockage, 
diffuser losses, and tunnel-wall boundary-layer radi-
ated noise and to allow unrestricted development of 
the supersonic zone in the flow field above the upper 
surface. 
A large chord was chosen so that the flight con-
ditions could be simulated at relatively low unit 
Reynolds numbers, thereby reducing background dis-
turbance levels and increasing the probability of 
maintaining laminar flow. Other important con-
siderations were fabrication constraints on slot-duct 
construction and surface tolerances. The leading-
edge sweep was chosen to simulate flight cross-flow 
Reynolds numbers on transport aircraft with the 
moderately swept high-aspect-ratio wings envisioned 
for LFC application. 
The model was assembled with an aluminum 
wing-box (fig. 9) to which six individual aluminum 
panels (three upper surface and three lower surface) 
were attached. The upper-surface suction panels 
were assembled using splice joints and bolted to the 
wing box from the underside to minimize steps or 
gaps on the upper surface. The three lower-surface 
panels were bolted directly to the wing box from the 
outside, and the bolt heads were covered by narrow 
cover plates. Suction ducts were machined into the 
panel and suction slots were cut into a 0.032-in-thick 
external aluminum skin bonded to the outer surface 
of each panel. After assembly in the tunnel , joints 
and cover plates were hand polished until judged to 
be aerodynamically smooth. 
The upper- and lower-surface forward panels were 
cantilevered off the leading edge of the wing box 
and were bolted together from the underside where 
they contacted along a spanwise mating surface at 
the leading edge. The upper- and lower-surface aft 
panels were cantilevered off the trailing edge of the 
wing box and were bolted together from the under-
side where they contacted along a spanwise mating 
surface near the 77-percent-chord station and at the 
trailing edge of the panels. The contours of the ver-
tically mounted upper surface were checked after in-
stallation by measuring the gap between the surface 
and a female template. The template was mounted 
in the streamwise direction at various span wise 
---,---_ .. - ------ ... --.. - -----
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stations and moved toward the surface until contact 
was made in at least two places. The gap was then 
measured at slot locations with feeler gauges to an 
accuracy of about 0.001 in. Since there was no way to 
determine the absolute surface deviations, the mea-
sured gaps were translated and rotated assuming that 
the deviation was zero (assuming that the contours 
were correct) at the "hard points" where the panels 
were bolted to the wing box (x/c = 0.262 and 0.591) 
immediately downstream of the panel joints. The 
measurements, shown in figure 10 for the midspan 
region with the model unloaded, indicate that the 
forward panel was up about 0.008 in. (z/c ~ 0.00009) 
at the leading edge and that there was some un-
evenness over the chord. Under simulated loading 
conditions for a midrange test Reynolds number of 
about 15 x 106 (8000 lb), using hydraulic load cells 
and loading pads in the lower-surface cusp regions, 
the measured gap data of figure 10 indicate that the 
cantilevered forward panels deflected upward under 
load to about 0.019 in. (z/c ~ 0.00022) at the lead-
ing edge. The cantilevered aft panels deformed in a 
peaky fashion and resulted in a bump about 0.023 in. 
(z/ c = 0.00027) high near the 77-percent-chord sta-
tion. This bump occurred where the panels were 
bolted together and formed a carry-through struc-
ture to transfer some of the lower-surface loading to 
the upper surface. 
An attempt was made to rotate the cantilevered 
forward and aft panels downward so that under load 
they would deform to near the design contours. This 
was accomplished by inserting thin spanwise shims 
between the lower-surface forward and aft panels 
and the wing box on one side of the bolts holding 
the lower-surface forward and aft panels to the wing 
box. These shims beneath the lower-surface panels 
(0.008 in. beneath the forward panel and 0.005 in. be-
neath the aft panel) rotated the leading and trailing 
edges downward by an amount shown in figure 11 for 
both unloaded and loaded conditions. Figure l1(b) 
indicates that the upper surface of the shimmed for-
ward panels deformed under simulated load to very 
near the design contour. The deformation over the 
aft panel was reduced but retained the bump near 
x/c = 0.77. Figure 12 summarizes the effects of the 
shims for unloaded and loaded conditions for three 
spanwise positions: along the centerline, and 24 in. 
above and below the centerline. Figure 12(a) indi-
cates that the shims overcorrected toward the top 
end of the model. 
There was also a lateral translation of the model 
toward the vertical test section wall opposite the 
upper surface because of a bowing of the wing box 
under simulated loading conditions. This translation 
was measured to be approximately 0.015 in. along the 
--- .. . -. -
model midspan but does not appear in the template 
gap measurements of model deformation. Since, as 
discussed in a later section, deformation of the model 
combined with the proximity of the test section wall 
opposite the upper surface to produce an apparent 
supersonic channeling effect in the flow above the 
model, this lateral translation would have to be 
considered when analyzing the pressure distributions 
on the model. 
All three upper-surface panels and the forward 
lower-surface panel were protected by infusing 
the aluminum surface with polymeric particles 
(TUFRAMI coating), thus forming a hardened sur-
face that minimized corrosion and damage during in-
stallation and testing. The surfaces of the mid and 
aft lower-surface panels were not hardened because 
they were not considered so critical to surface erosion 
as the forward lower-surface and three upper-surface 
panels. 
The trailing edge of the model consisted of 
a 10.9-percent-chord, manually adjustable, five-
segment flap. This five-segment flap system (fig. 7) 
included a central laminar suction flap with a 13.6-in. 
span and two separate nonsuction flaps on either side 
of the central flap. Segmentation of the flap compen-
sated for decambering of the airfoil due to viscous 
effects along the span associated with the turbulent 
wedges originating from the junctures of the model 
leading edge and the liner. 
Wind-Tunnel Liner 
The conventional slotted test section was re-
shaped with a contoured, solid wall liner (fig. 1) to ac-
count for wall interference associated with the large-
chord model. The liner was 54 ft long and extended 
from the tunnel contraction region (the 24-ft tunnel 
station) through the test section and into the diffuser 
(the 78-ft tunnel station). 
All four walls were contoured in order to produce 
a transonic wind-tunnel flow which simulated un-
bounded, free-air flow around an infinite swept wing. 
The shape of the contoured liner conformed to the 
computed streamline flow field around the wing at 
design conditions (Moo = 0.82, cl = 0.47, ex = 0.51°, 
and Rc = 20 x 106 ) and was corrected for the growth 
of the tunnel wall boundary layer throughout the 
test section and diffuser. Measurements with survey-
ing equipment indicated that installed liner contours 
were generally within about 0.040 in. of design val-
ues. Photographs of the finished liner are shown in 
figure 2. 
1 TUFRAM: Registered trademark of General Magnaplate 
Corporation. 
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Facility Disturbance-Suppression Devices 
The success of the LFC experiment depended to 
a large extent on environmental disturbance levels 
since the ability to maintain laminar boundary layers 
in wind tunnels depends on the characteristic distur-
bance levels in the flow. Levels of stream turbulence 
and acoustic noise should approach those of free-air 
flight conditions so that the suction required to main-
tain laminar flow on the model is representative of 
that required in flight. 
Sonic throat. To prevent facility-generated pres-
sure disturbances in the diffuser from feeding for-
ward into the test section, an adjustable sonic throat 
consisting of two-dimensional, bell-crank-operated 
plates (fig. 13) positioned on the liner along opposing 
tunnel sidewalls was included as part of the liner de-
sign. These sonic choke devices were located about 
1 chord length downstream of the model trailing edge 
between the test section and the diffuser. The test 
section was vented to the plenum chamber surround-
ing the test section through porous strips in the sur-
face of the choke plates downstream of the maxi-
mum deflection point to equalize pressures across the 
liner during transients due to changes in operating 
conditions. 
Screens and honeycomb. Downstream propagat-
ing disturbances such as pressure and vorticity fluc-
tuations were reduced by installing a honeycomb and 
five screens in the settling chamber upstream of the 
test section (fig. 1). 
Suction System 
Laminar flow control by boundary-layer removal 
was achieved with suction through closely spaced 
slots (fig . 14) extending spanwise on the airfoil sur-
face. After passing through the slots and small 
underlying plenums, the air passed through appro-
priately spaced metering holes and was collected by 
spanwise ducts with suction nozzles located at the 
ends. Air from the nozzles passed through model 
evacuation lines, through airflow control boxes that 
controlled the amount of suction to the individual 
duct suction nozzles, through sonic nozzles, through 
hoses to a collector manifold, and, finally, to a 
10 000-ft3 jmin (cfm) compressor with a 4.5:1 com-
pression ratio which supplied the suction. 
A schematic of the overall suction system is in-
cluded in figure 1 and sketches and photographs of 
some of the individual elements of the suction system 
are shown in figure 15. 
Design suction distribution. Figure 16 shows 
the theoretical chordwise suction distributions over 
the upper and lower surfaces in terms of the suction 
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coefficient CQ for He = 10 x 106 and 20 x 106. 
Suction in the laminar test region extended in the 
chordwise direction from 2.5- to 95.2-percent chord 
in the upper-surface central flap region and from 5.0-
to 84.1-percent chord on the lower surface. In the 
spanwise regions of the intermediate and outer flaps 
there were no slots beyond the flap hinge line. 
Because of the turbulent wedges sweeping across 
the ends of the model, spanwise variations in suction 
were required with more suction toward the ends of 
the model, and separate suction controls were de-
signed for the laminar and turbulent test zones. This 
was accomplished with bulkheads in the spanwise 
suction ducts (fig. 15(e)) located to approximate the 
turbulent wedge boundaries and separate the laminar 
regions on both surfaces from the turbulent regions. 
Figure 15 ( c) shows the spanwise design suction dis-
tributions for the upper and lower surfaces at several 
chordwise stations. Design values of suction in the 
turbulent zones are shown as multiples of the suction 
values in corresponding laminar zones. In general, 
the suction levels in the laminar zones extended the 
full span to about 50-percent chord on the upper sur-
face and to about IS-percent chord on the lower sur-
face before increased suction in the turbulent zones 
was required. On both surfaces, laminar suction lev-
els extended into the turbulent zone before increasing 
rapidly to the turbulent level. The asymmetry in the 
suction gradients for the turbulent ducts at the floor 
and ceiling of the model (fig. 15( c)) is because the 
turbulent ducts at corresponding chordwise locations 
on the floor and ceiling were not the same length. 
Slots, plenums, metering holes. The span-
wise running slots varied in width from 0.0020 to 
0.0063 in. Slot width and spacing are presented in 
table II. The higher suction levels required in the 
upper-aft pressure-rise region, in the decelerated-flow 
. zone of the lower-surface concave region, and in the 
turbulent wedge zones near the ends of the model 
were achieved with more closely spaced slots and me-
tering holes, as well as duct and nozzle arrangement 
and sizing. 
Two spanwise rows of metering holes were located 
on opposite sides of the shallow plenum beneath each 
slot with diameter less than 0.020 in. and spaced 
0.50 in. or less apart. Such a plenum metering-
hole configuration resulted in more uniform spanwise 
suction and was less sensitive to internal duct noise 
and chordwise displacement of the holes than single 
rows of holes aligned with the slots. 
Ducts, nozzles, evacuation lines. Figures 15 
and 17 show sketches and photographs of various 
elements of the airflow suction system. In some 
laminar ducts, where the predicted CQ levels were 
high, a nozzle was placed at each end to ensure that 
low velocities were maintained in the duct. Typical 
connecting suction hoses and couplings that extended 
from each nozzle exit through either the test section 
floor or the ceiling to the airflow suction-control 
boxes are shown in figure 15. 
As previously mentioned, individual laminar test 
region suction ducts were separated from their cor-
responding turbulent zones by chordwise bulkheads 
which followed the turbulent wedge boundaries. Pen-
etration holes were drilled through the bulkheads and 
the ends of t he ducts for nozzle extensions, connec-
tor hoses, pressure orifice tubes, and electrical leads. 
The penetration holes were sealed around the con-
nector hoses to prevent leakage. 
Airflow control boxes. Suction levels in individual 
ducts were designed to be controlled by airflow con-
trol boxes (figs. 1 and 15(g)) that were connected by 
hoses to the suction nozzles inside the model. Each 
control box contained 27 remotely operated, motor-
driven needle valves for individual control of the mass 
flow from each model suction duct. 
Variable sonic nozzle. Figure 18 is a photograph 
of the sonic nozzles that were located downstream 
of the individual airflow control boxes. The sonic 
nozzles provided control of the flow from the suction 
compressor and blocked feedback noise through the 
system. In general, design of the sonic nozzles was 
based on the sonic plug principle and included a 
motor-driven needle assembly very similar to those 
in the airflow control boxes. Sonic flow at the 
contraction was achieved by longitudinal adjustment 
of the needle with varying flow rates. 
The initial design of the suction control system 
called for a variable sonic nozzle for each of the five 
airflow control boxes. However, it was found during 
the experiment that, to attain the required suction 
levels, it was necessary to eliminate all but the two 
largest sonic nozzles on the boxes controlling the 
laminar region suction. These two remaining sonic 
nozzles were adjusted to have a shock pressure drop 
in the range of 0.5- 1.0 psi. 
Liner suction collar. Suction was applied through 
slots in collar ducts in the liner around the ends of 
the model (fig. 19) to prevent the turbulent bound-
ary layer on the liner from separating in the vicinity 
of the model-liner juncture. The plenums, metering 
holes, ducting, suction nozzles, and evacuation hoses 
were similar to those of the model suction system 
discussed above. The collar suction slots, approxi-
mately O.025-in. wide, were wider than those on the 
model. 
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Measurements and Instrumentation 
Conventional measurement techniques and in-
strumentation were used to measure tunnel reference 
temperature and pressures, model and liner surface 
pressures, variations of stagnation and static pres-
sures across the wake rake, and pressures and temper-
atures in the various elements of the suction system. 
These measurement techniques and instrumentation 
are described in reference 1. 
Drag Measurements 
Total drag for the LFC model is defined as the 
sum of the suction drag associated with the energy 
expended in the suction system and the wake drag 
associated with momentum losses in the wake. 
Cd,totaI = Cd,suction + cd,wake 
The suction drag is derived from considerations relat-
ing to the power required to create suction through 
the model surface. It is not a physical drag which 
opposes the motion of the wing through the air , but 
a drag computed from suction power requirements. 
The wake drag is a physical drag that can be approx-
imated by integrating momentum deficits across the 
wake as computed from measured wake rake pres-
sures. The development of equations for the calcula-
tion of both types of drag is given in reference 8. 
Aerodynamic Measurements 
Surface static-pressure measurements. There 
were 270 static-pressure orifices distributed along 12 
upper-surface rows and 12 lower-surface rows ori-
ented along theoretically determined surface stream-
lines as shown in figure 20. The orifices were 
staggered about theoretical streamlines to prevent 
wedges of orifice-generated disturbances shed by for-
ward orifices from reinforcing each other so that 
orifice-induced transition would occur at a more rear-
ward orifice. The orifices were generally centered be-
tween suction slots and were most concentrated in 
regions where shock waves were most likely to occur. 
For bookkeeping purposes, each upper-surface 
chordwise row of orifices, and its corresponding 
lower-surface row, was identified by a station num-
ber. Figure 20( c) is a sketch of the trailing edge of the 
model looking upstream and showing the spanwise lo-
cation at which orifice rows crossed the trailing edge. 
As may be seen from figures 20(a) and (b), corre-
sponding upper- and lower-surface rows followed dif-
ferent streamline paths but arrived at the same span-
wise location at the trailing edge. The 2y/b values 
noted in figures 20( a) and (b) are the spanwise loca-
tions of the last orifice in each row. Although there 
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are orifice rows identified as stations 13 and 14 on the 
lower surface (fig. 20(b)) , there were only 12 rows on 
the lower surface. The two lower-surface rows to-
ward the ceiling corresponding to upper-surface rows 
1 and 2 would have been covered by the liner and 
therefore not installed. Similarly, there were no sta-
tion 13 or 14 rows on the upper surface (fig. 20(a)) 
corresponding to lower-surface rows 13 and 14. 
The primary and most dense upper-surface row of 
orifices, station 8, was slightly below the midspan and 
followed a streamline that crossed the trailing edge 
at about 2y/b = 0.06 below the centerline of the test 
section. A slightly less dense row, station 6, followed 
a streamline that crossed the trailing edge at about 
2y/b = 0.23 above the centerline. The remaining 
rows were less dense and were principally used to 
measure spanwise pressure gradients. 
Boundary-layer thin-film gauges. Forty-five 
flush-mounted thin-film gauges were distributed over 
the upper and lower surfaces (fig. 21) to measure local 
surface heat transfer rates as indicators of whether 
the boundary layer was laminar, transitional , or 
turbulent. 
Liner and choke. Approximately 700 static-
pressure orifices were located along computed stream-
lines distributed over the four walls of the liner 
(fig. 22) from the 24-ft tunnel station at the upstream 
end of the contraction region to the 53-ft station im-
mediately upstream of the movable choke plates. Ap-
proximately 240 more static-pressure orifices were lo-
cated on 14 streamwise rows distributed around the 
test section between the 53-ft and 59-ft stations in the 
vicinity of the choke plates. Starting at the 60-ft sta-
tion and extending to the 78-ft station downstream 
of the choke, approximately 70 static-pressure orifices 
were located on 4 streamwise rows near the vertical 
and horizontal centerline planes of the tunnel. 
Wake rake. Wake drag was determined from vari-
ations of stagnation and static pressures measured 
across the wake of the model with a conventional 
wake rake shown in figure 23. The rake was canti-
levered off the vertical test section wall opposite the 
model lower surface in the center of the laminar-
zone flap and approximately 8 in. behind the model 
trailing edge. It had 47 total pressure orifices and 
six static-pressure orifices spread across a 6-in. span. 
The ends of the stagnation pressure tubes were flat-
tened and spaced closely together in the region of 
the wake associated with skin-friction boundary-layer 
losses. In addition, some of the stagnation pressure 
tubes in this closely spaced region were staggered 
1/4 in. off the horizontal plane of symmetry of the 
rake to permit closer spacing across the wake. The 
ends of the staggered tubes were not in a vertical 
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plane: the ones below the horizontal plane of symme-
try were shortened about 0.1 in. and the ones above 
the plane of symmetry were longer by about 0.1 in. 
such that all the total pressure tubes on the rake 
were at the same streamline distance from the wing 
trailing edge. That is , the plane defined by the tips 
of the total pressure tubes was parallel to the line of 
the swept trailing edge. 
No attempt was made to set the wake rake so as to 
compensate for the cross flow on the swept wing. The 
plane of the wake rake was parallel to the horizontal 
plane through the tunnel centerline. 
Modifications to Test Setup During 
Experiment 
Three modifications were made to the test setup 
during the slotted model phase of the experiment. 
One was the installation of two 8-ft-long area strips 
(one on the ceiling and another on the floor of 
the test section) that extended streamwise from the 
51.13-ft tunnel station to the 59.13-ft tunnel station 
(fig. 2(d)). The maximum cross-sectional area of each 
strip was 40 in2 at the 55.13-ft station, which corre-
sponded to the tunnel station at which maximum 
movement of the flexible chokes occurred. These 
strips were installed to act as "fixed chokes" and to 
minimize movement of the flexible choke plates into 
the flow. The intent was to reduce the possibility of 
choke vibration affecting the stability of the model 
boundary layer, although no conclusive evidence of 
such vibration was established. 
The second modification was the installation of a 
single streamwise area strip along the floor near the 
juncture of the airfoil upper surface and the liner; it 
extended from the airfoil leading edge to the trail-
ing edge (fig. 2(e)). This strip, identified as Floor 
Area Strip No.6, had a maximum cross-sectional 
area of 5.3 in2 near the model 60-percent-chord sta-
tion. The floor area strip was effective in forcing the 
upper-surface shock wave, which tended to be more 
forward near the floor than toward the ceiling, to a 
more rearward position, thereby improving the two-
dimensional character of the upper-surface pressure 
distribution. 
The third modification involved the installation 
of vortex generators (fig. 2(f)) on the tunnel walls at 
two locations downstream of the choke to energize 
the wall boundary layer in the corners, thus delaying 
and reducing separation in the diffuser. One array, 
consisting of eight vortex generators (two in each 
corner), was located at the 59-ft , 6-in. tunnel station, 
immediately downstream of the sonic wall choke. 
The second array, also consisting of eight vortex 
generators (two in each corner), was located at the 
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71-ft, 3-in. tunnel station, immediately downstream 
of the test section access door. 
Discussion 
The experimental data presented and discussed 
herein are based on free-stream conditions rather 
than flow characteristics normal to the leading edge. 
The theoretical pressure distribution normal to the 
leading edge shown in figure 5 has, therefore, been 
adjusted for sweep effects by the cosine squared of 
the sweep angle so that it may be compared directly 
with the experimental data. 
Because of the proximity of the model to the 
vertical liner wall opposite the upper surface, de-
formation of the aft panel under load, and im-
pingement of the supersonic bubble above the upper 
surface on the liner wall (discussed in more detail 
later), the upstream influence of flap deflection was 
blocked and small changes in flap deflections were 
generally ineffectual in changing the upper-surface 
pressure distribution. 
A study of the effects of various combinations of 
flap deflection indicated that, at the design angle of 
attack of 0.51 0 , pressure distributions closest to de-
sign were obtained with flap deflections of approxi-
mately bo,t = 2.30 , bi,t = 0.5 0 , be = 0.1 0 , bi,b = 0.60 , 
and bo b = 2.80 • Such deflections are close to what 
would be predicted by two-dimensional theory and all 
experimental data presented herein were measured 
with these settings. 
Establishing Minimum Test Reynolds Number 
For the lower test Reynolds ·numbers, the tun-
nel circuit had to be evacuated to very low stagna-
tion pressures. For example, for Re = 10 x 106 and 
Moo = 0.82, stagnation pressure was about 1/3 atm. 
The pressure on the model upper surface was even 
lower since the local static pressure at design condi-
tions (Mloeal > 1.0 in supersonic bubble) was ap-
proximately one-half the stagnation pressure (i.e., 
PlocaI!Pstagnation = 0.528 for Mloeal = 1.0). The 
4.5:1 compression ratio, 10000 cfm compressor was 
therefore exhausted to the stagnation pressure of the 
tunnel circuit (fig. 1) rather than to outside ambient 
conditions. 
In the normal operation of the tunnel, the 
10000 cfm compressor exhaust would be vented to 
the atmosphere through an automatic modulating 
valve to maintain a constant stagnation pressure 
(constant Reynolds number) against piping and ac-
cess hatch leaks. It was impossible in this experi-
ment, however, to do this and simultaneously sat-
isfy the suction requirements for the reasons outlined 
above. Therefore, an auxiliary 2000 cfm compressor 
was installed midway through the experiment to bal-
ance the tunnel stagnation pressure against leaks. 
While bringing the tunnel on line, the 10000 cfm 
compressor was used to evacuate the tunnel circuit to 
a minimum of about 1/4 atm. Fan speed, which con-
trols Mach number, was kept below about 200 rpm to 
reduce loads across the model outer skin, since, while 
being used to evacuate the tunnel, the 10000 cfm 
compressor was not available to apply suction to the 
model. Once the minimum stagnation pressure was 
reached, the 10000 cfm compressor was switched over 
to apply model suction and exhausted to tunnel stag-
nation pressure through hollow turning vanes at the 
end of the diffuser. As the fan speed was then in-
creased to that required for the design Mach num-
ber, it followed that stagnation pressure, and con-
sequently Reynolds number, was forced to incre~e 
since the 10000 cfm compressor was no longer avaIl-
able to maintain constant stagnation pressure. The 
auxiliary 2000 cfm compressor, which was used pri-
marily to maintain stagnation pressure against leaks, 
was not capable of maintaining constant stagnation 
pressure against rapid Mach number increases. By 
the time that the design Mach number of 0.82 was 
reached, the Reynolds number had drifted up to n~ar 
Re = 10 x 106 (depending on how fast rpm was lll-
creased) and this was the minimum Reynolds number 
which could be stabilized. 
Channel Flow Between Model and Wall 
As shown and discussed in subsequent sections, 
the local Mach number on the vertical liner wall op-
posite the model upper surface approached 1.0 at de-
sign conditions and the supersonic bubble above the 
upper surface extended outward very nearly to the 
wall. Thus, the flow region between the model up-
per surface and wall acted as a supersonic channel. 
When the model side of this supersonic channel de-
formed under load with a predominant bump near 
77-percent chord (fig. 12) it caused an effective su-
personic "throat" in the channel. This throat cor-
responded to the location on the model where the 
upper-surface shock formed and tended to remain 
stationary. Not until the Mach number was reduced 
far enough for the supersonic flow in the channel to 
nearly disappear did the shock wave move signifi-
cantly forward. Once this occurred, the shock moved 
rapidly forward and appeared to collapse toward the 
leading edge for a very small incremental reduction 
in Mach number. 
Operational Design Mach Number 
Because of the tendency for the supersonic bubble 
on the upper surface to apparently collapse and the 
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shock wave to move very rapidly toward the leading 
edge with small changes in Mach number, it was 
not possible to set experimental conditions at the 
predetermined "theoretical design Mach number" of 
Moo = 0.S2 and get the desired pressure distribution. 
The resulting "operational design Mach number" was 
a Mach number high enough to force the supersonic 
zone to the rear of the airfoil, but low enough to 
cause the shock wave at the end of the supersonic 
zone to be as weak and as close to the shock-free 
theoretical curve as possible before it collapsed to 
near the leading edge. Consequently, the operational 
design Mach number varied slightly from run to run 
depending on small variations in model and test 
conditions. It also depended to some extent on the 
subjective judgment of the test engineer as to how 
low the Mach number could be decreased and the flow 
over the model remain stable during a data recording 
cycle. A data cycle lasted just for a few seconds if 
only an electroscanning pressure system was used to 
acquire model data. When liner data were acquired 
using a mechanical stepping valve system, however, 
a data cycle required that the flow remain steady for 
almost a minute. 
Effects of Varying Mach Number 
Figure 24 shows the change in pressure distribu-
tion near the midspan as the Mach number was re-
duced in very small increments by moving the ad-
justable chokes into the flow near the design Mach 
number at Rc = 10 x 106 . Figure 25 presents the 
corresponding spanwise pressure distributions. The 
chordwise orifice row with its last orifice located 
at 2y / b = - 0.06 and identified as station S corre-
sponds to the midspan distributions of figure 24. Fig-
ures 26 and 27 show similar pressure distributions for 
Rc = 10 x 106 , but over a wider Mach number range. 
The absolute precision of the tunnel reference 
pressure instrumentation (sonar manometers) was 
±0.2 psf, checked daily by comparing the stagnation-
pressure sonar manometer to the static-pressure 
sonar manometer and having the manometers re-
adjusted if they differed by more than 0.2 psf. This 
level of precision in the reference pressures would lead 
to a level of precision in the computed Mach number 
of ±O.0007, at the design Mach number of 0.S2 and 
Rc = 20 x 106 (Pt = 1456 psf), assuming a worst-case 
condition of maximum errors of opposite sign occur-
ring in the two manometers simultaneously. How-
ever, even though it is not possible to maintain the 
manometers to precisions better than ±0.2 psf, they 
can be read to ±0.03 psf (0.03 being the electronic 
noise level jump in the display). Pressure errors of 
±0.03 psf yield, in the worst-case conditions defined 
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above, a Mach number error of ±0.0001; for this rea-
son, real-time data displayed Mach number to four 
decimal places. It was believed that for small changes 
in pressure associated with choke plate adjustment, 
any change greater than the 0.03 psf was meaning-
ful in a relative sense. When experience showed that 
Mach number changes in the fourth decimal place 
could be consistently associated with changes in the 
wing pressure distribution, the decision was made 
to retain the fourth decimal place in the published 
Mach number, even though absolute precision levels 
would only justify three decimal places. Figure 24, in 
particular, would be meaningless without the fourth 
decimal place in the Mach number. 
Note that the preceding analysis of the free-
stream Mach number precision based on the capa-
bility of the primary pressure standards of the S-ft 
TPT is not a statistical analysis. The flow-off dis-
crepancy of as much as ±0.2 psf between the primary 
pressure standards (which gives the Mach number er-
ror of ±0.0007) is a systematic error that varies from 
day to day but not during a given run and there-
fore is not susceptible to statistical analysis. Thus 
this Mach number error of ±0.0007 is the worst case 
based on the floating systematic error of the primary 
pressure standards. On the other hand, the Mach 
number error of ±0.0001 derived from the ±0.03 psf 
electronic noise error of the primary pressure stan-
dard is the smallest Mach number error that could 
be computed from these pressure standards, because 
no pressure data variation can be obtained within 
the jump level; that is, there is no way to choose 
between, for example, a pressure of 1456.03 psf and 
a pressure of 1456.06 psf when the instrumentation 
cannot measure any intermediate pressure. 
The effect of reducing Mach number from 0.S225 
(fig. 24(a)) through small increments to about 0.S215 
(fig. 24(f)) was to reduce the region of reacceleration 
around 75-percent chord and force the pressure dis-
tribution closer to the theoretical, shock-free curve. 
Figure 24( e) is considered to be the closest pressure 
distribution to design conditions and is referred to as 
the "operational design" conditions for Rc = 10 x 106 . 
The experimental pressure distribution shown in fig-
ure 24( e) indicated a smooth, essentially shockless, 
recovery. With further decrease in Mach number to 
0.S214 (fig. 24(g)), a plateau developed in the pres-
sure distribution at about SO-percent chord as a pre-
cursor that the flow in the supersonic channel over 
the upper surface had become unstable and the shock 
was about to collapse (fig. 24(h)) toward the lead-
ing edge- usually without further movement of the 
chokes by the tunnel operator. This collapse of the 
supersonic bubble and the rapid movement of the 
shock wave toward the leading edge did not follow a 
smooth progression as might be expected from air-
foil theory but was consistent with what would be 
expected in supersonic channel flow. 
The spanwise pressure distributions (fig. 25) for 
Rc = 10 x 106 show that at "operational design" 
conditions (fig. 25( e)) the leading-edge peaks were 
lower toward the ceiling than toward the floor. Even 
though there were not as many pressure orifices 
toward the ends of the model, there seemed to be a 
progression from a wavy, uneven chord wise pressure 
distribution toward the ceiling to a more saddleback 
distribution near the floor. The shock wave location 
was nearly two-dimensional across the span with a 
slight forward movement near the floor. In addition, 
the shock appeared to be somewhat stronger on the 
lower half of the model. 
As the Mach number was decreased below design, 
the spanwise pressure distributions (fig. 27) became 
less two-dimensional in character with a much higher 
leading-edge peak towarq the ceiling than toward the 
floor. In addition, the pressure gradient over the mid-
chord region changed from positive near the ceiling 
to negative toward the floor. In the midspan region, 
the pressure distribution over the midchord region 
was more saddle back in character at the intermedi-
ate off-design Mach numbers between about O.SO and 
0.70. As the Mach number was reduced further to 
Moo = 0.60 and 0.40, the pressure distribution over 
the midspan, midchord region tended to flatten out. 
Figure 2S(a) shows how total drag (upper- and 
lower-surface drag combined) varied over the wide 
Mach number range corresponding to the Mach num-
bers of figure 26 for Rc = 10 x 106 . Suction drag 
Cd,s remained relatively constant for these condi-
tions. The total drag at Moo = 0.40 and 0.S2 
with full-chord laminar flow is seen to be about 
31 counts (Cd t = 0.0031). This represents an approx-
imately 60-p~rcent drag reduction as compared with 
an equivalent turbulent airfoil drag level of about 
SO to 90 counts. The increase in wake drag level 
for Mach numbers just below the operational design 
Mach number was associated with the formation of a 
weak shock wake near the leading edge as the super-
sonic bubble began to develop. As the bubble devel-
oped, full-chord laminar flow was present but peri-
odic turbulent bursts shedding downstream over the 
upper surface from the developing shock wave caused 
an increase in the wake drag. As the Mach number 
increased to the shock-free operational Mach num-
ber, the supersonic bubble spread rapidly toward the 
rear of the model, the turbulent bursts over the up-
per surface disappeared, and the wake drag returned 
to the subsonic level. 
Figure 2S(b) presents in more detail how the 
drag varied on the upper surface for Mach num-
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bers close to the operational design Mach number 
(Moo = 0.S216) at Rc = 10 x 106 and shows that the 
upper-surface wake drag increased on either side of 
0.S216. The division of suction drag between the up-
per and lower surfaces was possible since the suction 
drag was computed duct by duct and integrated over 
each surface independently. The wake drag was sep-
arated into upper- and lower-surface components on 
the basis of the assumption that the wake could be 
divided between the upper and lower surfaces at the 
point on the wake rake where the stagnation pres-
sure deficit was the greatest. As Mach number was 
decreased below 0.S216, the supersonic bubble col-
lapsed toward the leading edge (fig. 24(h)), turbulent 
boundary-layer bursts propagated downstream over 
the upper surface from the recompression around 
20-percent chord, and the wake drag increased. As 
Mach number was increased beyond the operational 
design Mach number, the reacceleration around 
75-percent chord became more pronounced 
(fig. 24(a)), a shock wave began to form, and wake 
drag increased. 
Although the operational design Mach number 
could be approached smoothly from above, there 
was a hysteresis effect which prevented it from being 
reached smoothly from below. When approached 
from below, the flexible choke plates had to be moved 
so far into the flow that a strong shock wave formed 
near 77-percent chord. As mentioned previously, 
the channel between the model upper surface and 
vertical test section liner wall effectively acted as a 
supersonic throat, wherein the supersonic flow over 
the model reached all the way to the wall and a 
strong shock formed at the minimum cross-sectional 
area of the channel. This minimum cross-sectional 
area corresponded to the location of the deformation 
bump on the aft panel. As the Mach number was 
then slowly reduced, the supersonic bubble pulled 
far enough away from the wall so that the shock 
strength could be smoothly reduced to a minimum 
before moving rapidly forward. 
The effects on the midspan chordwise pressure 
distribution of varying Mach number in small incre-
ments near design Mach number at Rc = 20 x 106 are 
shown in figure 29. Corresponding spanwise distribu-
tions are shown in figure 30. The pressure distribu-
tion shown in figure 29(c), Moo = 0.S226, is consid-
ered to be the closest to shockless design conditions 
and is referred to as the operational Mach number 
for Rc = 20 x 106. The flow on the lower surface was 
separated in the rear cusp and a weak shock had de-
veloped on the upper surface near 70- to 75-percent 
chord, but the collapse of the supersonic zone was 




Operational Design Characteristics 
Figure 31 shows a comparison of the measured 
and theoretical chordwise pressure distributions 
at the operational design Mach numbers for 
Rc = 10 x 106 and 20 x 106 . The measured pres-
sure distribution at the lower Reynolds number was 
very close to the design distribution. The upper 
surface was essentially shock free , the lower surface 
forward and aft cusp regions agreed very well with 
design, and there was full-chord laminar flow (as evi-
denced by the surface thin-film gauges used for tran-
sition detection) on both upper and lower surfaces 
(figs. 32(a) and (b)) . The films at the bottom end of 
the model upper surface indicate that the turbulent 
wedge extended farther up on the model than design. 
The small wedge of turbulent flow immediately ahead 
of the flap and above the centerline was attributed to 
a concentrated cluster of pressure orifices (fig. 20( a)) 
installed in that area to provide detailed pressure 
measurements in the vicinity of a slot . The spanwise 
pressure distribution (fig. 25( e)) indicates that the 
flow was generally two-dimensional with a slightly 
more forward shock location near the floor of the test 
section. 
The fairings connecting thin films that were de-
termined to be either fully laminar or fully turbu-
lent in figures 32 and 36 are intuitive interpretations 
of transition patterns for the reader 's convenience. 
Although actual transition patterns may vary some-
what from those shown, the conclusions reached on 
the basis of these patterns will not change. Attempts 
to define transition patterns in more detail by using 
various flow visualization techniques were not suc-
cessful since the liquids and sprays normally used 
would not adhere to the TUFRAM coatings. 
F igure 33 shows that the local Mach number 
distribution along the liner wall opposite the up-
per surface of the model agreed well with design 
for Rc = 10 x 106 . These local wall Mach num-
bers indicate, however, that the supersonic bubble 
on the airfoil was slightly larger than design and ex-
tended practically to the wall. Design liner charac-
teristics predicted maximum local Mach numbers to 
be about 0.96 , but the experimental measurements 
indicate that the maximum local Mach numbers in 
this region approached 1.0. The larger bubble was 
believed to be due to the inability to completely ac-
count for three-dimensional boundary-layer displace-
ment thickness effects in the design analysis of the 
contoured liner wall and model deformation which 
effectively reshaped the channel above the upper 
surface. 
The overall slightly higher velocities (more neg-
ative pressure coefficients) and the deviations from 
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a smooth pressure distribution on the upper surface 
(fig. 31) were at first attributed simply to "wall inter-
ference ," since some suppression or distortion of the 
supersonic bubble would be expected because of the 
proximity of the wall. Measurements (figs. 10 to 12) 
of model deformation under simulated aerodynamic 
loading conditions, however, suggested trends that 
were in the right direction to have caused the uneven 
upper-surface pressure distributions and provided an 
explanation for the observed Mach number effects on 
the upper-surface pressure distributions. 
Attempts to compensate for these deformations 
by the use of shims (discussed above), as well as pre-
liminary data (not presented) from tests on the per-
forated model with identical upper-surface contour 
and similar deformation characteristics, led to the 
conclusion that the behavior of the flow on the up-
per surface was dominated by interactions between 
the model and the liner and the resultant supersonic 
channeling effects as a result of the model deforming 
under load. 
Under normal conditions, velocities on the upper 
surface could have been reduced by reducing the an-
gle of attack. Since the angle of attack was adjusted 
by rotating the model about x/c = 0.24, decreasing 
the angle of attack moved the trailing edge of the 
model toward the liner wall , thus reducing the area 
of the channel between the model and the wall and 
strengthening the shock wave on the upper surface . 
This channeling effect was amplified by the deforma-
tion of the model since, under load, the rear panel 
of the model , which was cantilevered off the trail-
ing edge of the wing box , moved closer to the wall 
(fig. 12). 
At Rc = 20 x 106 , upper-surface transition had 
moved forward to the pattern shown in figures 32(c) 
and (d) and a weak shock had developed at about 
72-percent chord near the rear of the supersonic bub-
ble (fig. 31). The weak shock was located slightly 
ahead of the peaky aft panel deformation (fig. 12), 
which would have yielded a region of relatively high 
curvature on the upper surface. On the lower sur-
face, transition had moved to near the leading edge 
(fig. 32(d)) and the flow had separated in the rear 
cusp region. The local Mach number distributions 
on the vertical test section wall opposite the upper 
surface (fig. 34) for He = 20 x 106 are very similar to 
those discussed above for Rc = 10 x 106 . 
The measured and theoretical suction distribu-
t ions corresponding to the two operational design 
pressure distributions shown in figure 31 are pre-
sented in figure 35. The measured suction was higher 
than that theoretically required and generally rep-
resents the maximum suction capability of the sys-
tem. There was, of course, an infinite combination of 
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individual duct suction levels and overall suction dis-
tribution possibilities. The distributions shown were 
near optimum, that is, the level of suction that gave 
the greatest chord wise extent oflaminar flow. In gen-
eral, this corresponded to the maximum suction ca-
pability of each suction duct combined with the max-
imum suction capacity of the compressor system used 
to provide suction to the model. Small local varia-
tions may be permissible within these overall distri-
butions without an adverse effect on the extent of 
laminar flow as determined to within the resolution 
permitted by the rather sparse chordwise spacing of 
thin films. Reductions in the overall levels of the 
suction distributions (by varying compressor controls 
in amounts large enough to be measured in the sum of 
the suction drag over the entire upper surface) gen-
erally resulted in either a detrimental effect on the 
laminar flow pattern or an increase in wake drag. 
Effects of Varying Reynolds Number at 
Operational Design Mach Number 
Figure 36 shows how the transition patterns on 
the upper and lower surfaces changed as Rc was in-
creased from 10 x 106 to 20 x 106 at operational 
design Mach numbers. Figures 37 and 38 show 
corresponding chordwise pressure distributions near 
the midspan and the spanwise variation of pressure 
across the span, respectively. Figure 39 is a sum-
mary of the transition patterns on the upper and 
lower surfaces over the Reynolds number range. The 
lower line on figures 39(a) and (b) is the locus of 
the x / c location of the most rearward thin film that 
was fully laminar regardless of its spanwise location. 
Similarly, the upper line is the locus of the x / c lo-
cation of the most forward thin film that was fully 
turbulent at the same spanwise location. Transition 
occurred in the transition zone between the two lines. 
For this analysis, films were judged to be fully lam-
inar when their output indicated 20 percent or less 
turbulent bursts, and fully turbulent when 80 per-
cent or more turbulent bursts were present. Fig-
ure 40 shows traces of thin-film voltage output for 
various levels of transition. Full-chord laminar flow 
was indicated on both upper and lower surfaces at 
Rc = 10 x 106 (fig. 36(a)) . As Reynolds number in-
creased, transition moved gradually forward on the 
upper surface and rapidly forward on the lower sur-
face until at Rc = 20 x 106 the transition was as 
shown in figure 36(i). When the Reynolds number 
reached about Rc = 14 x 106 (figs. 36(e) and 37(e)), 
the boundary layer on the lower surface was unable 
to withstand the adverse pressure gradient leading 
into the trailing-edge cusp region, and there was ev-
idence of onset of separation in the aft lower sur-
face concave, or cusp, region. This may be seen 
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as a slight increase in the pressure coefficient in the 
negative direction at about 80-percent chord in fig-
ure 37(e). At Rc = 15 x 106 (fig. 37(f)) separation in 
the cusp had become more pronounced, the lift coef-
ficient dropped from about c[ = 0.52 to about 0.50, 
and transition (fig. 36(f)) moved forward to around 
3D-percent chord. With decreasing extent of laminar 
boundary layer and the appearance of separation on 
the lower surface, the local effective area distribu-
tion of the test section changed, resulting in higher 
free-stream Mach numbers being required to achieve 
the design plateau pressure distribution as Reynolds 
number increased. 
Analysis of spanwise pressure distributions 
(fig. 38) and transition patterns (fig. 36) showed that 
the flow was nearly two-dimensional but that the 
leading-edge peak pressure coefficient tended to in-
crease along the span between the ceiling and floor. 
Transition, however, tended to move forward with 
increasing Reynolds number in a somewhat non-two-
dimensional fashion. In general, transition moved 
forward more rapidly toward the floor where leading-
edge peaks were greater and more slowly toward the 
ceiling where leading-edge peaks were lower. 
It was uncertain whether or not the forward move-
ment of transition on the upper surface with increas-
ing Reynolds number was due to the global effect 
of the separation on the lower surface strengthen-
ing the upper-surface shock, forcing transition at the 
shock; increased interactions between the model and 
the liner; the upper-surface shock strength increas-
ing as a natural consequence of increasing Reynolds 
number; or there simply not being enough suction to 
maintain laminar flow through the shock region after 
the flow had passed through the local pressure varia-
tions ahead of the shock. Nevertheless, in spite of all 
the adverse factors and nonideal conditions, laminar 
flow was maintained over a large supercritical zone 
on a swept LFC airfoil at high lift , which was the 
primary goal of the experiment. 
It should be reemphasized that the suction sys-
tem was operating at full capacity to overcome 
nonideal conditions. It was believed that had addi-
tional suction capacity been available, forward move-
ment of transition could have been delayed to higher 
Reynolds numbers. More importantly, it was be-
lieved that the same results could have been achieved 
with less suction had it not been for the interactions 
between the model and the liner and the associated 
supersonic channeling effect of the flow over the up-
per surface. In addition, laminar flow could more 
likely have been maintained over a wider range of 
test conditions had it not been for these interactions 
between the model and the liner. 
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Drag Characteristics 
Figure 41(a) shows how the contribution of suc-
tion and wake drag to the total drag varied for the 
operational design Mach number over the Reynolds 
number range from 10 x 106 to 20 x 106 . Figure 41(b) 
presents a further breakdown of the suction and wake 
drag for the upper and lower surfaces. Since suc-
tion had to be set at its maximum system levels 
at the lower Reynolds number, suction drag coeffi-
cient remained essentially constant with increases in 
Reynolds number. There was, however, a substantial 
increase in wake drag associated with the rapid for-
ward movement of transition and separation on the 
lower surface at fairly low Reynolds numbers, partic-
ularly noticeable between Rc ~ 14 x 106 and 15 x 106 . 
The relatively small increase in wake drag associ-
ated with the upper surface was due to the more 
gradual forward movement of transition beginning at 
Rc ~ 12 x 106 . 
At a Reynolds number of 10 x 106 , wake drag was 
limited to cd,w = 0.0004 on the upper surface and 
on the lower surface, for a total wake drag coefficient 
of 0.0008. Suction drag, however, was higher than 
expected because of the higher velocities and wavy 
pressure distribution on the upper surface and the 
very sensitive lower surface; Cd s = 0.0009 on the 
upper surface and 0.0014 on the lower surface for 
a total suction drag coefficient of 0.0023. Total drag 
at Rc = 10 x 106 was, therefore, Cd t = 0.003l. 
As discussed in reference 8, th~ wake drag coef-
ficient of 0.0008 at Rc = 10 x 106 was higher than 
the theoretical wake drag calculated by three differ-
ent methods. These three methods used theoretical 
boundary-layer characteristics and yielded, for full-
chord laminar flow, wake drag coefficients of about 
0.0003. Extensive tuft studies indicated that even 
though the upper-surface flow along the centerline of 
the tunnel immediately ahead of the drag rake was 
laminar (as indicated by the most rearward thin film 
at 94-percent chord being fully laminar in fig. 36(a)), 
the flow right at the trailing edge turned downward 
very nearly parallel to the trailing edge, so that the 
flow at the wake rake was probably contaminated to 
some extent by flow from the small wedge of turbu-
lent flow further up on the wing. In addition, the 
laminar flow pattern on the lower surface immedi-
ately ahead of the centerline wake rake in figure 36(a) 
indicates that transitional flow was present ahead of 
the rake. The wake drag measurement of 0.0008 is, 
therefore, considered to be a conservative value for 
fully laminar conditions. 
As Reynolds number increased, upper-surface 
transition moved gradually forward and upper-
surface wake drag increased to 0.0013 at R c = 
14 
20 x 106 . Combined with the upper-surface suction 
drag coefficient of 0.0009, which remained constant 
as Reynolds number increased, total upper-surface 
drag coefficient at Rc = 20 x 106 was only 0.0022. 
On the lower surface, transition moved rapidly for-
ward, the rear cusp region separated, and the lower-
surface wake drag increased rapidly to Cd w = 0.0029 
at Rc = 20 x 106 . Lower-surface sucti~n drag re-
mained fairly constant but did drift upwards to about 
Cd,s = 0.0015 at Rc = 20 x 106 because of more effi-
cient compressor operation at higher stagnation pres-
sures. This resulted in a total lower-surface drag of 
Cd,t = 0.0044 at Rc = 20 x 106 . Total airfoil drag at 
Rc = 20 x 106 was, therefore, Cd t = 0.0066. , 
Concluding Remarks 
Pressure distributions and transition patterns 
showing the effects of varying free-stream Mach num-
ber and Reynolds number on a slotted, laminar-
flow-control (LFC), swept supercritical airfoil in the 
Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel have been 
presented. Results were obtained for variations of 
Mach number from 0.40 to 0.82 for chord Reynolds 
numbers of 10 x 106 and 20 x 105 , and for variations 
of Reynolds number from 10 x 106 to 20 x 106 for 
the design Mach number of 0.82. Full-chord laminar 
flow was maintained through a large supersonic zone 
at Rc = 10 x 106 at high lift. The model and liner 
designs were very successful in achieving the design 
pressure distribution on the airfoil model, although 
agreement between design and experiment was bet-
ter at a Reynolds number of 10 x 106 than at the 
design Reynolds number of 20 x 106 . Interactions 
between the model and the liner resulted in (1) ve-
locities on the upper surface being faster and more 
uneven than design, and (2) the supersonic bubble 
on the upper surface at design Mach number collaps-
. ing rapidly toward the leading edge with only a very 
small reduction in Mach number. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
March 30, 1989 
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Table 1. Theoretical Coordinates of Slotted LFC Supercritical Airfoil 
Normal to Leading Edge 
(Z/CN )u (X/C)N (Z/CN )u (X/C)N 
0.000000 . 134371 .037292 .474029 
.001024 .141029 .038014 .483529 
. 002089 .147817 .038723 .493030 
.003181 . 154734 .039418 .502527 
.004289 .161778 .040100 .512015 
. 005406 .168950 .040768 .521490 
.006526 .176244 .041423 .530948 
. 007646 . 183656 .042061 .540387 
.008757 . 191183 .042684 .549803 
.009849 . 198823 . 043292 .559194 
.010911 . 206572 .043884 .568553 
.011946 .214430 .044459 .577880 
.012964 . 222392 .045019 .587168 
.013967 . 230455 .045561 .596415 
.014950 . 238617 .046088 . 605618 
. 015916 . 246871 . 046599 .614772 
. 016867 . 255218 .047093 . 623874 
.017810 . 263652 .047570 .632921 
.018749 . 272172 .048030 .641910 
.019678 .280774 . 048470 .650837 
. 020598 . 289453 .048892 .659698 
.021511 . 298206 . 049295 .668491 
.022420 . 307031 . 049679 . 677212 
.023324 . 315924 . 050045 .685858 
.024221 .324881 .050391 .694427 
. 025110 . 333900 . 050719 .702914 
.025989 . 342975 . 051028 . 711315 
.026859 . 352105 .051318 . 719626 
.027723 . 361284 . 051588 .727844 
. 028577 . 370509 . 051839 . 735968 
.029423 . 379 778 .052069 . 743999 
. 030257 . 389086 .052279 . 751931 
.031082 . 398431 .052469 . 759761 
. 031897 .407807 .052639 .767487 
.032701 . 417210 . 052788 .775103 
. 033494 . 426639 .052917 .782607 
. 034277 . 436089 .053025 .789998 
. 035050 . 445557 .053111 . 797275 
.035810 . 455040 .053175 .804442 
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Table 1. Continued 
(X/C)N (Z/CN )u (X/C)N (Z/CN )e (X/C)N (Z/CN )e 
.818442 .034665 0.000000 0.000000 . 1 27835 -.025535 
.825269 .033620 .000019 -.000956 .135118 -.028162 
.831976 .032537 .000201 -.001824 .140594 -.030138 
.838567 .031409 .000574 -.002590 .144554 -.031566 
.845049 .030237 .001170 -.003259 .147525 -.032639 
.851485 .029011 .002015 -.003848 .150000 -.033538 
.856436 .028031 .003121 -.004375 . 1 51980 -.034290 
.861386 .027025 .004484 -.004868 .153465 -.034930 
.866337 .026004 .006098 - .005328 .154950 -.035668 
.871287 .024974 .007967 -.005755 .156436 -.036474 
.876238 .023941 .010103 -.006161 .158416 -.037584 
.881188 .022906 .012503 -.006569 .160891 -.038982 
.886139 .021871 .015157 -.006988 .164067 -.040777 
.891089 .020837 .018058 -.007417 .167228 -.042563 
.896040 .019802 .021208 -.007857 .170464 - .044392 
.900990 .018767 .024596 -.008306 .176424 -.047725 
.905941 .017733 .028212 -.008760 .182162 -.050623 
.910891 .016698 .032059 -.009223 .187889 -.053088 
.915842 .015663 .035891 -.009673 .193737 -.055206 
.920792 .014630 .036881 -.009789 .199755 -.057071 
.925743 .013597 .038861 -.010021 .205949 -.058755 
.930693 .012565 .042822 -.010484 .212309 -.060304 
.935644 .011535 .046782 -.010948 .218818 -.061743 
.940594 .010505 .050743 -.011411 .225460 -.063084 
.945545 .009476 .054703 -.011874 .232232 -.064334 
.950495 .008449 .058663 -.012338 .239130 -.065502 
.955446 .007422 .062624 -.012801 .246151 -.066598 
.960396 .006397 .066584 -.013264 .253282 -.067625 
.965347 .005374 .070545 - .013728 . 260515 -.068583 
.970297 .004353 .074505 -.014191 .267853 -.069479 
.975248 .003335 .078465 -.014654 . 275295 -.070318 
.980198 .002318 .082426 -.015118 .282831 -.071101 
.985149 .001303 .086386 -.015581 .290451 -.071830 
.990099 .000290 .090347 -.016045 .298158 -.072503 
.995050 -.000721 .094307 -.016508 .305950 -.073124 
1 .000000 -.001730 .098267 -.016971 .313817 -.073693 
.100990 -.017290 .321752 -.074210 
.103465 - .017588 .329758 -.07467 7 
.105446 -.017869 .337834 -.075096 
.106931 -.018170 .345971 -.075465 
.108416 -.018584 .354164 -.075786 
.110396 -.019250 .362413 -.076060 
.113366 -.020315 .370714 - .076286 
.117327 -.021743 .379061 -.076464 
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Table I. Concluded 
(X/C)N (Z/CN )e (X/C)N (Z/CN )e (X/C)N (Z/CN )e 
.395874 -.076674 .783 663 -.014176 .899010 .002938 
.404340 -.076707 .793564 -.011196 .90 2970 .003011 
.412837 -.076692 .801980 -.008663 .907921 .003101 
.421361 -.076628 .807921 -.006876 .914851 .003216 
.429910 -.076518 .811961 - .005661 .921782 .003291 
.438482 -.076359 .815130 -.004709 .926733 .003289 
.447071 -.076151 .817110 -.004114 .930693 .003235 
.455672 -.075894 .818694 -.003641 .934653 .0031 28 
.464283 -.075589 .819882 -.003298 .939604 .002929 
.472903 -.075234 .821070 -.002997 .946535 .002571 
.481526 -.074830 .822258 -.002750 .953465 .002174 
.490147 -.074375 .823447 -.002540 .958416 .001882 
.498762 -.073868 .825031 -.002280 .962376 .001647 
.507372 -.073310 .826724 -.002006 .965347 .001462 
.515971 -.072699 .828699 -.001686 .968317 .001263 
.524552 -.072036 .830392 -.001412 .970297 .001118 
.533115 -.071319 .832085 -.001137 .972277 .000958 
.541656 -.070548 .833778 -.000860 .975248 .000699 
.550174 - .069721 .835471 -.000582 .980198 .000240 
.558658 -.068839 .837447 -.000257 .985149 -.000229 
.567107 -.067899 .839140 .000021 .988119 -.000521 
.575514 -.066899 .840724 .000277 .990099 - .00073 2 
.583873 -.065836 .8419 12 .000456 .992079 -.000965 
.592180 -.064704 .843100 .000602 .995050 -.001342 
.600430 -.063497 .844 288 .000701 1.000000 -.001986 
.608620 -.062206 .845476 .000766 
.616747 -.060820 .847060 .000839 
.624811 -.059324 .848753 .000911 
.632822 -.057702 .850729 .000993 
.640795 -.055943 .852422 .001063 
.648750 -.054040 .854115 .00 1135 
.656709 -.051988 .855808 .001207 
.664701 -.049797 .857501 .001 280 
.672750 -.047489 .859476 .001367 
.680868 -.045093 .861386 .001452 
.689604 -.042483 .863366 .001542 
.698515 -.039806 .866337 .001675 
.704455 -.038018 .871287 .001898 
.714356 -.035038 .876238 .002121 
.724257 -.032057 .881188 .002344 
.734158 -.029077 .886139 .002565 
.744059 -.026097 .889109 .002691 
.753960 -.023117 .891089 .002763 
.763861 - .0201 37 .893069 .002818 
.773762 -.017156 .896040 .002881 
18 
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Table II. Location and Width of Suction Slots on LFC Supercritical 
Airfoil Normal to Leading Edge 
(a) Upper surface 
Slot 
(X/C)N width, Duct Slot (X/C)N 
in. 
0.02475 0.0021 13 37 .61859 
.04089 .0029 14 38 .63780 
.05644 .0030 14 39 .65701 
.07257 .0033 1 4 40 .67622 
.08891 .0033 15 41 .69543 
.10538 .0033 15 42 .71463 
.12184 .0034 15 43 .73384 
.13831 .0036 16 44 .74792 
.15478 .0035 16 45 .75817 
.17125 .0038 16 46 .76585 
.18771 .0036 16 47 .77200 
.20418 .0038 17 48 .77738 
.22064 .0038 17 49 .78224 
.23711 .0039 17 50 .78673 
.25358 .0038 17 51 .79057 
Joint 17 52 .79442 
.27005 .0040 17 53 .79826 
.28651 .0039 17 54 .80210 
.30298 .0040 17 55 .80594 
.31945 .0039 18 56 .80978 
.33591 .0041 18 57 .81362 
.35239 .0039 18 58 .81747 
.36885 .0042 18 59 .82131 
.38532 .0040 18 60 .82515 
.40178 .0041 18 61 .82899 
.41825 .0041 18 62 .83283 
.43471 .0040 19 63 .83667 
.45119 .0042 19 64 .84051 
.46765 .0040 19 65 .84436 
.48412 .0043 19 66 .84820 
.50058 .0040 19 67 .85204 
.51705 .0042 20 68 .85588 
.53351 .0041 20 69 .85972 
.54999 .0041 20 70 .86356 
.56646 .0042 20 71 .86741 
.58292 .0040 21 72 .87125 
Joint 21 73 .87509 











































Table II. Continued 
(a) Concluded 
Slot 
Duct Slot (X/C)N width, 
Ill . 
21 75 0.88277 . 0049 
21 76 .88661 .0054 
Joint 
22 77 .89685 .0050 
22 78 .90069 .0042 
22 79 .90453 .0040 
22 80 .90838 .0039 
22 81 .91222 .0038 
22 82 .91606 .0037 
23 83 .91990 .0037 
23 84 .92374 .0036 
23 85 .92758 .0036 
23 86 .93143 .0035 
23 87 .935 27 .0035 
23 88 .93911 .0035 
23 89 .94295 .0035 
24 90 .94679 .0035 
24 91 .95063 .0035 
24 92 ~95448 .0035 
24 93 .95832 .0035 
24 94 .96216 .0034 
20 
------- .... _._-
- __ ~_ J 
-Table II. Continued 
(b) Lower surface 
Slot Slot 
Duct Slot (X/C)N width, Duct Slot (X/C)N width, 
lll. in. 
1 1 0.05050 0.0028 9 33 .35783 .0039 
1 2 .06407 . 0028 9 34 .37448 .0034 
2 3 .07175 .0039 9 35 . 38984 .0039 
2 4 .07880 . 0046 9 36 .40419 .0034 
2 5 .08520 . 0051 9 37 .41852 .0042 
3 6 .09096 . 0047 10 38 . 43287 .0037 
3 7 .09480 . 0045 10 39 .44619 .0039 
3 8 .09801 . 0039 10 40 .45950 .0044 
3 9 .10056 .0031 10 41 .47282 .0036 
3 10 .10253 . 0027 10 42 .48511 .0044 
4 1 1 .10402 .0024 1 1 43 .49741 .0043 
4 12 .10531 .0023 11 44 .50893 .0038 
4 1 3 .10658 . 0027 1 1 45 .52046 .0047 
5 14 .13569 . 0020 1 1 46 .53134 .0045 
5 15 .14338 . 0023 1 1 47 .54158 .0038 
5 16 .14811 .003 1 11 48 .54894 .0049 
5 17 .15003 .0035 Joint 
5 18 .15157 . 0031 12 49 .56446 .0043 
5 19 .15286 .0063 12 50 .56937 .0042 
6 20 . 1 5410 .0025 12 51 .57718 .0046 
6 21 .15576 .0020 12 52 .58499 .0046 
6 22 .15744 . 0020 12 53 .58970 .0044 
6 23 .15910 .0020 13 54 .60061 .0046 
6 24 .16076 .0020 13 55 .60843 .0053 
6 25 .16243 .0020 1 3 56 . 61624 .0051 
7 26 .20614 .0038 13 57 .62136 .0050 
7 27 .22149 .0033 1 3 58 .62571 .0052 
Joint 13 59 .63006 .0048 
8 28 .25683 . 0035 13 60 .63442 .0048 
8 29 .28050 . 0031 13 61 .63800 .0048 
8 30 .30098 .0032 14 62 .64158 .0047 
8 31 .32019 .0037 14 63 .64517 .0045 









































































Table II. Concluded 
(b) Concluded 
Slot Slot 
width, Duct Slot (X/C)N width, 
in. in. 
0.0042 18 97 .75517 .0032 
.0040 18 98 ' .75875 .0032 
.0039 18 99 .76234 .0032 
.0038 18 100 .76592 .0032 
.0037 18 101 .76951 .0033 
.0037 19 102 .77751 .0034 
.0036 19 103 .78027 .0034 
.0036 19 104 .78385 .0033 
.0036 19 105 .78727 .0032 
.0036 19 106 .79050 .0031 
.0035 19 107 .79357 .0030 
.0034 20 108 .79651 .0030 
.0034 20 109 .79933 .0029 
.0033 20 110 .80202 .0028 
.0033 20 11 1 .80458 .0026 
.0032 20 112 .80689 .0026 
.0032 20 113 .80919 .0025 
.0032 20 11 4 .81124 .0024 
.0032 21 115 .81316 .0022 
.0032 21 116 .81475 .0021 
.0032 21 117 .81613 .0020 
.0031 21 118 .81741 .0020 
.0031 21 119 .81869 .0020 
.0031 21 120 .81997 .0020 
.0030 21 121 .83258 .0026 
.0030 21 122 .83488 .0026 
.0030 21 123 .83719 .0026 
.0030 21 124 .83911 .0025 










(a) Artist's conception of 8-ft TPT. 
- Building containing control room and 
auxiliary pumping equipment 
Expansion joint 
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8-ft TPT Stations 
(b) Liner layout. 







(c) General layout of liner and its location relative to honeycomb and screens. 
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(d) Suction airflow system. 





(a) Upstream view of installed model and liner from diffuser. 




(b) Downstream view of model. 




Model trailing edge 
Adjustable sidewall choke 
L-82-3071 
(c) Upstream view of adjustable choke (on wall opposite lower surface) and trailing edge of model. 





,....-- Ceiling fixed choke 
Floor fixed choke 
L-84-12,369 
(d) Upstream view of fixed choke on floor and floor area strip above model upper surface. 




Model trailing edge ~ 
Floor area strip 
Floor fixed choke 
L-86-1184 
(e) Upstream view of forward portion of fixed choke on floor and floor area strip. 




(f) Upstream view of model with vortex generators in corners. 






Free-stream design conditions 
Moo = 0.82 
A =230 
c = 7.07 ft 
Rc=20X 106 
ct = 0.47 
Large chord = 7.07 ft 
Suction to 96.2 percent 
Hinge 
line 
Design conditions normal to leading edge 
MN = 0.755 
cN = 6.508 ft 
RcN =16.9 x 106 , 
(Uc) N = 13.0 percent 
S N =0.55 
, 
Figure 3. Airfoil design parameters. 
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Design 
MN = 0.755 






Figure 4. Theoretical pressure distribution and sonic lines (Korn-Garabedian calculations) for "near final" 






MN = 0.755 
Cl,N = 0.55 
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Figure 5. "Final" theoretical pressure distribution (combining Korn-Garabedian and Eppler calculations) for 
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(a) Upper- and lower-surface contours. 
.7 
Figure 6. Sketches of LFC airfoil normal to leading edge. 
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(b) Forward lower surface. (c) Aft lower surface . 
Figure 6. Concluded. 
Airflow [) 
Leading edge 
Tunnel ceiling liner 
Ceiling turbulent wedge (design) 




Floor turbulent wedge (design) 
(a) Upper-surface planform as viewed through model from beneath lower surface. 
Airflow [) 
Leading edge 
Tunnel ceiling liner 
Ceiling turbulent wedge (design) 




Floor turbulent wedge (design) 
(b) Lower-surface planform as viewed from beneath lower surface. 
Figure 7. Laminar "test" zones and turbulent wedges. 













(c) Trailing-edge view of turbulent wedges in junctures of model and liner. 
Figure 7. Concluded. 
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(a) 24 in. above centerline. 























(b) Along centerline. 

























(c) 24 in. below centerline. 
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(b) Isometric sketch of suction duct. 
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(c) Airfoil leading-edge region. 
2-D nozzle 
(d) Airfoil flap region. 
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Figure 15. Continued. 









(f) Photograph of external connector hoses between end of model nearest test section floor and airflow control 
boxes. 
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(g) Airflow control box. 
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Figure 16. Theoretical suction requirements. 
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(c) Spanwise variation of design suction distribution (Rc = 20 x 106). 






(a) Photograph of ducts machined in upper surface middle panel. 
Figure 17. Photographs of airfoil suction ducts and nozzles. 





(b) Upper surface aft panel. 




,': ! Laminar duct 
L-81-8757 










End plate view 
Figure 19. Liner suction collar. 
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(a) Upper-surface planform. 
Figure 20. Sketches of slotted LFC model showing actual locations of pressure orifices. 
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Orifice row identification 
(b) Lower-surface planform. 
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( c) Upstream view of trailing edge showing spanwise locations of last orifice in each row. 
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Test section floor 7 
(a) Upper-surface planform as viewed through model from beneath lower surface. 
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Test section floorJ 
Tunnel 
centerline 
(b) Lower-surface planform as viewed from beneath lower surface. 
Figure 21. Sketches of slotted LFC model showing actual locations of thin films. 
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(a) Overall locations. 
Figure 22. Pressure orifice locations over four walls of liner. 
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( c) Orifices around model on floor of test section. 
Figure 22. Concluded. 
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(b) Side view from wing lower-surface side of tunnel. 
Figure 23. Sketches and photographs of profile drag rake. 
L-86-6134 
( c) Photograph of profile rake behind trailing edge of model. 







(d) Photograph of wake rake mounted in test section. Upstream view. 
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(a) Moo = 0.8225. CZ = 0.525. (b) Moo = 0.8221. ci = 0.528. 
Figure 24. Sensitivity of flow near midspan (station 8) to small variations in Moo near Moo,design at 
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(e) M oo = 0.8216. Cl = 0.529. 
Figure 24. Continued. 
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(g) Moo = 0.8214. Ci = 0.529. 
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(h) Moo = 0.8207. ci = 0.383. 
Figure 24. Concluded. 
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Figure 25. Sensitivity of upper-surface spanwise pressure distribution to small variations in Moo near Moo,design 
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(d) Moo = 0.8217. 
Figure 25. Continued. 
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Figure 26. Effect on experimental chordwise pressure distribution near midspan (station 8) of varying Moo at 
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Figure 26. Continued. 
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Figure 26. Continued. 
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Figure 26. Continued. 
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Figure 26. Concluded. 
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Figure 27. Effect on experimental upper-surface spanwise pressure distribution of varying Moo at 
Rc = 10 x 106. 
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(f) Moo = 0.7417. 
Figure 27. Continued. 
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(b) Variation of upper-surface (U.S.) drag near operational design Mach number. 
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(a) Moo = 0.8234. cl = 0.492. (b) Moo = 0.8231. Cl = 0.491. 
Figure 29. Sensitivity of flow near midspan (station 8) to small variations in Moo near Moo,design at 
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Figure 29. Continued. 
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Figure 29. Concluded. 
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Figure 30. Sensitivity of upper-surface spanwise pressure distribution to small variations in Moo near Moo,design 
at Rc = 20 x 106. 
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Figure 30. Concluded. 
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Figure 31. Experimental pressure distributions near midspan (station 8) at operational design conditions. 
































(b) Lower surface. Rc = 10 x 106 . 
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(c) Upper surface. Rc = 20 x 106 . 
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(d) Lower surface. Rc = 20 x 106 . 
Figure 32. Concluded. 
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Figure 33. Local Mach number distributions on vertical test section liner walls opposite model upper and lower 
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Figure 34. Local Mach number distributions on vertical test section liner walls opposite model upper and lower 
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Figure 35. Concluded. 
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(b) Rc = 11 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8215; Cl = 0.534. 
Figure 36. Variation of transition patterns with Reynolds number at operational design Mach number within 





































(c) Rc = 12 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8217; Cz = 0.532 . 

















(d) Rc = 13 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8219; cl = 0.523. 
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(f) Rc = 15 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8222; cI = 0.503. 




















(g) Rc = 16 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8222; CZ = 0.499 . 



















(h) Rc = 18 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8221 ; cl = 0.498. 





























(i) R c = 20 x 106 ; Moo = 0.8232; cl = 0.476. 
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Figure 37. Effect on experimental chordwise pressure distribution near midspan (station 8) of varying Reynolds 
number at operational design Mach number. 
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Figure 37. Continued. 
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Figure 37. Continued. 
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Figure 37. Continued . 
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Figure 37. Concluded. 
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Figure 38. Effect on experimental upper-surface spanwise pressure distribution of varying Reynolds number at 
operational design Mach number . 
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Figure 38. Continued. 
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Figure 39. Variation of transition location with Reynolds number at operational design Mach number . 
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(b) Contribution to wake and suction drag from individual upper and lower surfaces. 
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